Masala Masti
By Masti Rani

It’s a new month and I’m going through this phase. Now-a-days, it’s all about getting a change in your life … and switching things
up. And that’s what a lot of people are doing in Bollywood; a lot of the main heroines are taking up item numbers. It looks like
they have come to realize that they’ll get more hit songs by taking oﬀ their clothes than creating epic love stories on screen. Rakhi
Sawant has been the Queen of this phenomenon and lately Katrina Kaif has been making moves with item songs and looks like
she has another one up her sleeve.

There is no doubt that Kaif is in demand; she just sealed the deal on another item number, and if all goes well, she will
be dancing around with Sanjay Dutt in Agneepath. Hmm … sounds a little ewww if you ask me, but to each his own.
Rumors are that the song will be similar to Amitabh Bachchan’s old-school hit, Jhuma Chooma De Dein, from Hum.
Abhay Deol was recently seen in Shanghai, China with the gorgeous Hollywood actress, Scarlett Johansson, for an
exclusive ‘Diner Du Siecle,’ to celebrate the arrival of Moet & Chandon champagne in China more than 150 years ago.
And to Deol’s surprise, he was the only Indian celebrity to be invited … does that mean he drinks a lot of champagne?
I’m not sure, but it is a good look! Deol told the press, “Moet & Chandon is
not just an established and respected house but a brand that has been associated
with glamour for decades now. It’s heartening to see them recognize talent from
across the world and celebrate life and art together.”
Now onto bigger and better things! Looks like Bollywood actress Kajal
Agarwal is pre-occupied with creating stupid headlines and this time it is for
FHM, men’s magazine in India. She is livid about the fact that they placed a
topless picture of her on the cover of the magazine. Her representatives are
state, “She did shoot for the cover picture wearing a tube top. But the magazine
folks “photoshopped” it and the top has gone missing. After the shoot, Kajal
made it clear that she would like to see the photos before publication. When she
saw the snapshots she was not at all happy and told them not to publish it. But
they still did.”
Hmm … so you’re telling me that you went for a photo-shoot for FHM magazine,
not knowing they were a risqué men�s magazine, who have always portrayed
their cover shots in a sexy display? Or were you just playing stupid and now
want even more attention for a shoot you agreed to? Agarwal’s reps then went
on to say, “The magazine has also carried an interview with her, but she refused
to give one after seeing the snapshots. But still they have attributed quotes…”
Seriously who cares? Wow … so the guys got some eye candy for a few weeks until a new issue was put out. Executive
editor of FHM India, Kabeer Sharma stated, “This accusation is shocking. It is unfortunate why she has chosen to deny
a shoot that she was a willing party too. She refused to the interview unless we dropped the picture. So we were left with
no choice but to carry her profile instead.”
Ladies and gentlemen … It is time for a drum-roll because I’ve got the biggest news right now. You can say whatever you
want, but don’t throw any allegations like Kajal Agarwal when you see this image. We got an email from someone and
here you have it, a snap of Jay Sean and his wife, Thara. That’s right: wife. Apparently the two were married in New
Jersey two years ago and it’s been kept a secret from all for so long. We tried to reach his management for a statement,
but no one was available. If he wants to keep his marriage a secret from the pubic, it’s his own wish. Sure, we think he
should be open, there’s nothing wrong about it … and we wish him the best of luck, with his marriage and music. And
gotta admit, J.S. looks hot in his sherwani!
Whatever the case may be, that’s your Masala Masti for today! This is Masti Rani and I’m outta here!
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